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Amsterdam Elite series

The Amsterdam Elite Series is the premium model of the Amster-
dam collection and has been designed for serious daily commu-
ting. It combines a sleek minimalistic design, a lightweight alu-
minium frame, and high quality components. The Elite features 
improved frame geometrics, a new wider handlebar setup and 
Shimano Hydraulic disc brakes that increase the braking power 
and the performance of the bike. Different gears [Shimano 3 or 
8 Speed integrated hub] and drive trains [Chain drive or Gates 
Belt Drive] are available, giving you the opportunity to design your 
ultimate urban commuter bike yourself.

shop now at  www.lekkerbikes.com.au

Amsterdam Elite belt drive

Specifications

Brakes

Shipping

Wheel

Gearing

Belt drive

Frame

700c x 25c ThickSlick Tyres and 32 Deep V Rims

Right to your front door – quick and insured

Shimano Hydraulic Disc Brakes Front- and Rear

Premium Gates CDX Belt Drive

Shimano Nexus 3 or 8 Speed Gearing

Aluminium frame - lightweight and 100% rust free

http://www.lekkerbikes.com.au
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Amsterdam Elite chain drive

Amsterdam Elite series

The Amsterdam Elite Series is the premium model of the Amster-
dam collection and has been designed for serious daily commu-
ting. It combines a sleek minimalistic design, a lightweight alu-
minium frame, and high quality components. The Elite features 
improved frame geometrics, a new wider handlebar setup and 
Shimano Hydraulic disc brakes that increase the braking power 
and the performance of the bike. Different gears [Shimano 3 or 
8 Speed integrated hub] and drive trains [Chain drive or Gates 
Belt Drive] are available, giving you the opportunity to design your 
ultimate urban commuter bike yourself.

shop now at  www.lekkerbikes.com.au

Specifications

Brakes

Shipping

Wheel

Gearing

Chain drive

Frame

700c x 25c ThickSlick Tyres and 32 Deep V Rims

Right to your front door – quick and insured

Shimano Hydraulic Disc Brakes Front- and Rear

KMC Rust Buster Chain Drive

Shimano Nexus 3 or 8 Speed Gearing

Aluminium frame - lightweight and 100% rust free

http://www.lekkerbikes.com.au


Amsterdam Elite chain drive

Amsterdam Elite series
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Shimano Nexus 3 or 8 Speed Gearing

Aluminium frame - lightweight and 100% rust free

http://www.lekkerbikes.com.au
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Melbourne Brand Store
23 Provost St.
North Melbourne, 3051, Victoria
1300 053 525
info.au@lekkerbikes.com

Amsterdam Brand Store
Prinsengracht 380,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
+31-681878491
info.eu@lekkerbikes.com

Tokyo coming soon

Sydney Brand Store
415 Bourke St
Surry Hills, 2010 Sydney, NSW
1300 053 525
sydneystore@lekkerbikes.com


